
CHAD COE 

FUND RAISING AUCTIONEER 

Make your fund raising event more memorable and profitable! 

_____________________________ 

Chad Coe’s engaging, enthusiastic style naturally compels 

more people to open their checkbooks.  In addition to his 

auctioneer accomplishments, Chad Coe is a philanthropist at 

heart.  He is the founder of the Special Kids Network, which 

has raised over $4,000,000 for children with special needs. 

Chad also heads several networking groups that reach and 

impact hundreds of people each month. In addition, he serves 

on the five different not-for-profit Boards.    

What The Event Organizers Are Saying… 

“Chad was a warm and engaging auctioneer.  What really 

distinguishes him from others is the way in which he gets the 

bidding up by interjecting anecdotes about the cause.  We 

ended up raising much more money than we expected and we will definitely call on Chad again!”  - Susan 

Levin-Abir of Keshet 

____________ 

“We were able to raise more than double our goal. We have already purchased 678 pairs of cleats for 8 

different youth sport organizations. We are in the process of distribution.  The success of the event would 

not have happened without your input and valuable suggestions. Your live auction abilities were truly 

fantastic.  It is a pleasure to call you my true friend. “ -  Vere – Kits for Africa 

____________ 

“Since you’ve become the country’s best auctioneer, we are counting on you doing that again for us this 

year. We’d also like you to perform the role of chief emcee.” - Henrietta - Tennis Opportunity Program  

____________ 

“Hey Chad Coe. You are amazing and so giving of yourself. As our auctioneer last night, we netted much 

more than previous years, to give to our deserving beneficiaries and that is 100% because of you!!”  

- Kara Cermak - C.A.T.I.F. Celebrating All That is Feminine and Kappa Kappa Gamma 

_____________________________________ 

Let Chad Coe bring exciting new life to your fund raising event! 

For more information: 

CONTACT CHAD COE 

Phone:   847.282.3170   

Email:  chad@chadcoeauctioneer.com 
ChadCoeAuctioneer.com 
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